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Clean tech leaders try to put a business-friendly
spin on climate change policies

By Chris Megerian

AUGUST 19, 2016, 12:05 AM | REPORTING FROM  SACRAM ENTO

ark Bauhaus used to make a point of avoiding Sacramento. Like other technology executives,

he saw state politics as nothing more than a drag on Silicon Valley’s freewheeling innovation.

Yet this month he was walking the halls of the Capitol, wearing an advocacy group’s pin on his

suit jacket and holding a folder of fact sheets as he visited lawmakers to push for a new law on climate

change. Although the oil industry and some manufacturers have opposed the legislation, Bauhaus and his

compatriots are embracing the proposal as an opportunity.

“Business has to stand up and say, ‘Yes, this is important,’” Bauhaus said.

The goal is to show that support for environmental regulations extends beyond tree huggers to people who sit

in corner offices and to prevent skeptical lawmakers from dismissing climate policies as “anti-

business.” The coalition of supporters includes electric bus builders, biofuel producers and investors who see

Workers install a roof top solar sy stem on a Van Nuy s home. Clean energy  adv ocates say  policies f or addressing climate

change can help create jobs. (Irf an Khan / Los Angeles Times)
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green cash in green energy.

For them, legislation tha

economic boost, not the job-killing, cost-increasing red tape that critics say it is. The proposal, Senate Bill 32,

would require the state to lower emissions to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030, a stiffer target than the current

goal of reaching 1990 lev
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would cede too much authority to unelected regulators. 
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fuel program. He chuckled when asked about whether the regulations are good for business.

“We think we’re a busine
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